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Abstract 

Let UTM(m,n) be the class of universal Turing machine with m states and n symbols. Uni- 
versal Turing machines are proved to exist in the following classes: UTM(24,2), UTM( 10,3), 
UTM(7,4), UTM(5,5), UTM(4,6), UTM(3,lO) and UTM(2,18). 

1. Introduction 

In 1956, Shannon [ 171 posed the problem of the construction of the simplest universal 

Turing machine. He was considering ordinary deterministic Turing machine, with a 

two-way infinite tape and one head. He proposed to measure the complexity of such 

a Turing machine by the number of commands of this machine, that is the product 

mn of the number m of states by the number n of tape symbols. It is also possible to 

consider the number of commands really used by the machine. 

Let UTM(m,n) denote the class of universal Turing machines with m states and 

n symbols. Various definitions of universal Turing machine, and the one we choose, 

will be discussed in Section 2. Pavlotskaya proved that the classes UTM(3,2) [lo] and 

UTM(2,3) (unpublished) are empty. Using another method, Diekert and Kudlek. [3], 

and Kudlek [5] proved that UTM(2,2) is empty. 

The main result of this paper is the following theorem : 

Main Theorem. There are universal Turing machines in the following seven classes: 

UTM(24,2), UTM( 10,3), UTM(7,4), UTM(5,5), UTM(4,6), UTM(3,lO) and UTM 

(2318). 

This theorem and the results of Pavlotskaya leave 51 classes UTM(m,n) with an 

unsettled emptiness problem. 
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Minsky [8] constructed a Turing machine in UTM(7,4), by simulating tag-systems. 

We use the same method, but the machines in UTM(5,.5) and UTM(4,6) are simulating 

particular classes of tag-systems. 

The machines in UTM(24,2), UTM(7,4), UTM(5,5) and UTM(4,6) were already 

presented in [13]. The machines in UTM( 11,3), UTM(3,lO) and UTM(2,21) given in 

[13] are now replaced by machines in UTM(10,3) [14], UTM(3,lO) [15] (with 27 

commands instead of 28 commands for the one in [13]) and UTM(2,18) [16]. 

Minsky’s machine in UTM(7,4) has an unsolvable halting problem, but has a defect: 

it damages the output, and, therefore, it cannot compute all partial recursive functions 

or simulate all Turing machines. Our machine in UTM(7,4) does not have such a 

defect. Robinson [12] also noticed this defect and gave a machine in UTM(7,4) where 

the output is preserved and is given immediately to the right of the head of the Turing 

machine. Robinson considered the number of commands really used in the program of 

the Turing machine. His machine in UTM(7,4) uses 27 commands, whereas ours uses 

26 commands. Note that our Turing machine in UTM(5,5) uses 23 commands, and the 

one in UTM(4,6) uses 22 commands, which is the least known number of commands 

for a universal Turing machine. Robinson checked and analysed the machines presented 

in [13] and the machine in UTM(2,18). Margenstern [7] considers Shannon’s problem 

for non-erasing Turing machines. 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present various definitions 

of universality for Turing machines among which two equivalent definitions are re- 

tained. The general principles of construction of universal Turing machines simulating 

tag-systems are presented in Section 3. In Sections 4 to 10, seven universal Turing 

machines, belonging to the classes mentioned in the Main Theorem, are defined and 

analysed. 

2. Equivalent definitions for universal Turing machines 

We deal with the ordinary notion of deterministic Turing machine (TM) with one- 

dimensional tape and one head and those of conjguration of TM and tag-system 
(cf. [2]). First we consider the notion of universality for Turing machines. 

In what follows, denote via IX, /I (with or without subscripts) configurations of a TM 

(tag-system or other algorithm model) and via fi J the fact that the configuration /I is 

final. Let pr 3 /I2 mean that TM M moves from a configuration /?I to a configuration 

/?z by one step and we write PI 3 fij for 81 3 82 3 . . ’ 3 Bj. 

Let M be a fixed TM. Denote via B the set of all configurations of all Turing 

machines and via BM the set of configurations of M. It is well-known that both B and 

BM are recursive sets. Also, we define a function FM as follows: 

FM(E) = P if and only if a 2 /3, 

where or,p E BM and pl. We denote the domain of F and the range of F with Def(F) 

and Val(F), respectively. 
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Definition 1. Let $(n,x) be some universal partial recursive function for all partial 

recursive functions of one variable. A TM U is called universal (UTM), if there 

exists a total recursive (or simple-recursive) function p(n,x), the coding function with 

Val(p) C Bu, and a recursive function n(a), the decoding function, defined on the set 

Bu, so that for all n and x the following holds: 

WrAp(n,x))) = WJ). 

Remark 1. Definition 1 of the UTM coincides with the definition of the UTM by 

Davis in [l], except for some immaterial details. 

Definition 2. A TM A4 simulates the TM T, if there exists a recursive function P(E), 

the coding function, defined on the set B T, with Val(p”) C BM and a recursive function 

x(a), the decoding function, defined on the set BM, with Val(I) C Br, so that for all 

a E BT, the following holds: 

Remark 2. Definition 2 is based on the definition of the simulation of one abstract 

computing machine by another according to Herman [4]. 

Let T, be a TM with Giidel number n. 

Definition 3. A TM U is called a universal Turing machine if one can simulate each 

TM A4 and one can effectively get coding and decoding functions from the program 

of the TM M, i.e. there exists a recursive function b(n,cl) defined on N x B with 

Val(b) C BU and a recursive function &n, a) defined on N x BU with Val(I) C B so 
that for all < n, c( > E N x B the following holds: 

Remark 3. It is easy to show that the decoding function can be of one variable, i.e. 

,$a), Def(I) = Bu, Val(j) c B and expression (1) can be rewritten as follows: 

@Cd&% a>>) = FTn(a). (2) 

Theorem. Definitions 1 and 3 of the universality for Turing machines are equivalent. 

A proof of the Theorem above is grounded on the following three lemmas, 

Lemma 2.1. Let M be an UTM with respect to Dejinition 1. Then M calculates 
arbitrary binary partial recursive function. 

Proof. Obvious. Cl 
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Let T,, be the TM with Giidel number n and G(x) be a Gijdel enumeration of the 

set B of all configuration of all TMs. 

With each TM M, we associate a number function (P,U as follows: 

%4(x) = Y e x E G-‘(B.&&y E G-‘(B&&&(G(x)) = G(y). (3) 

The function cp,&~) is a partial recursive function, because BM is a recursive set. 

Let FM(~) be not defined, if CI 4 BM. It follows from (3) that 

(VX E N)[cp~(x) = G-’ o FM 0 G(X)]. (4) 

Lemma 2.2. Each UTM with respect to Definition 1 is an UTM with respect to 

Dejnition 3. 

Proof. It is obvious that t(n,x) = VT,(X) is a partial recursive. 

According to Lemma 2.1, there are recursive A(cr) and p(n,x), such that for all 

< n,x > the following holds: 

2 0 F,v 0 p(n,x) = cpr,(x). (5) 

From (4) we have 

(Vn,x E N)[cpr,(x) = G-’ 0 FT, 0 G(X)]. 

Then we have from (5) and (6) 

2 o FM o p(n,x) = G-’ o FT~ 0 G(X) 

(6) 

and 

G o I o FM o p(n,x) = FT, o G(x). 

Let x = G-‘(a), where CI E B. Then 

(V,a E B)[G o I o FM o p(n, G-‘(a)) = FT,(c.c)]. 

Let j(p) = G o n(p) for p E BM and b(n, LX) = p(n, G-‘(a)), where a E B. 

Then j o FM o b(n, a) = Fr,(a) for all tl E B and TM M is an UTM according to 

Definition 3. 0 

Lemma 2.3. Each UTM according to Dejinition 3 is an UTM according to 

Dejinition 1. 

Proof. Let TM M be universal according to Definition 3, then according to Remark 

3, there exist recursive functions x(a) and b(n, IX), such that for all < n, CI > E N x B 

the following holds: 
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Let TnO be some UTM according to Definition 1. Then, in particular, 

2 0 FIV 0 b(no, a) = FT,, (a), (7) 

and according to Definition 1, there exist recursive n(a) and p(n,x) such that for all 

n,x, the following holds: 

lb0 FT,, oP(hx) = $(4x), (8) 

where $(n,x) is some universal partial recursive function for all unary partial recursive 

functions. 

From (7) and (8) 

i o jo FM o p”(no,p(n,x)) = A. o FT,,, 0 ~(Tz,x) = Il/(n,x) 

Let be it(a) = 2 o $cr) and pt(n,x) = p(no,p(n,x)). Then 

2, o FM o pl(n,x) = $(n,x). 0 

Definition 4 (Muheu [6]). A TM T is called universal, if Def(Fr) is a creative set. 

Remark 4. Maltsev’s definition of the universality for TM is, in fact, wider than our 

two definitions above, because the TM T can have a creative Def(Fr) and calculate 

only a constant function. 

3. Preliminaries: How to construct a universal Turing machine 

The universal Turing machines we define in the following sections simulate tag- 

systems. For positive integer m and alphabet A = (~11,. . . , a,, a,+~}, a m-tag-system on 

A transforms word /3 on A as follows: we delete the first m letters of j and we append 

to the right of the result a word that depends on the first letter of B. This process 

is iterated until m letters cannot be deleted or the first letter is a,+~, and then stops. 

Formally, we have the following definitions. 

Definition 5. A tug-system is a three-tuple T = (m, A, P), where m is a positive integer, 

A = {a,,..., u,+~ } is a finite alphabet, and P maps {al,. . . , a,} into the set A* of finite 

words (i.e. sequences of letters) on alphabet A and a,,+1 to STOP. 

A tag-system T = (m,A,P) is called a m-tag-system. The words ai = P(ui) E A* 

are called the productions of tag-system T. The letter a,,+1 is the halting symbol. The 

productions are often displayed as follows: 

(7) 
i 

Ui ---) cli, i E {l,...,n} 

u,+r -+ STOP 

A computation of tag-system T = (m,A, P) on word p E A* is a sequence /? = 

PO, /It,. . of words on A such that, for all nonnegative integer k, j3k is transformed into 
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&+I by deleting the first m letters of Pk and appending word tli to the result if the 

first letter of pk is ai. The computation stops in k steps if the length of /?k is less than 

m or the first letter of flk is a,+l. 

Example. The 2-tag-system Tt is defined by 

al + a2ala3, a2 + al, a3 -+ STOP. 

On the initial word fl = a2alal, the computation of T1 is 

a2alal --+ alal -+ a2ala3 + a3a1. 

Minsky [8] proved the existence of a universal 2-tag-system, and, therefore, we will 

deal only with 2-tag-systems, which also have the following properties: 

1. The computation of a tag-system stops only on a word beginning with the halting 

symbol a,+1 . 

2. The productions ai, i E { 1,. . . , n}, are not empty. 

Henceforth, tag-systems will be 2-tag-systems. 

A universal Turing machine U simulates a tag-system as follows. Let T be a tag- 

system on A = {al, . . . , a,+l} with productions ai -+ ai. TO each letter ai E A is 

associated a positive number Ni and codes Ai and Ali (may be Ai = A”i), of the form 

UN (= uu . . . u, Ni times), where u is a string of symbols of the machine U. 

The codes Ai (or Ai) are separated by marks on the tape of U. 

For i E { 1,. . . , n}, the production ai -+ Cli = ailai2 . . . ai,< of the tag-system T is 

coded by 

Pi = Aim,Ai,,_* . . .AQAil. 

The initial word p = a,asat . . . aw, to be transformed by the tag-system T, is coded 

by 

S =A,A,A,...A, (S =A”,&&...&). 

The initial tape of the UTM is: 

QLP,+~P,...PIPoA,A,A,...A,QR, 
-- 

P s 

where QL and fi are respectively infinite to the left and to the right parts of the tape 

of the UTM and consist only of blank symbols, Pa+1 is the code of the halting symbol 

a,+l, PO is the additional code consisting of several marks, and the head of the UTM 

is located on the left side of the code S in the state q1 (in the case of the machine in 

UTM(2,18) the head of the UTM is located on the right side of the code PO in the 

state 41). 

Let T be an arbitrary tag-system, S1 and S2 be the codes of the words /?I and p2, 

respectively, and PI 5 82. Then the UTM U transforms: 

QLP,,+IP, 
u 

. . . PlPoSl QR * QLP~+IP~ . . . P~PoRS~QR 
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(R corresponds to the cells which were bearing the codes of the deleted first two 

symbols). 

The work of the UTM can be divided into three stages: 

(i) On the first stage, the UTM searches the code P, corresponding to the code A, 

and then the UTM deletes the codes A, and A, (i.e. it deletes the mark between them). 

(ii) On the second stage, the UTM writes the code P, in es of the tape in the 

reversed order. 

(iii) On the third stage the UTM restores its own tape for a new cycle of modelling. 

The number Ni corresponding to the symbol ai (i E { 1,. . . , n + 1)) of the tag-system 

has the property that there are exactly N, marks at each cycle of modelling between 

the code P, and the code A, (in the case of the machine in UTM(2,18) there are 

N, + 1 marks, but the additional mark in PO is deleted immediately at the beginning 

of the first stage). On the first stage of modelling, the head of the UTM goes through 

a number of marks in the part P equal to the number of symbols u in the code A,. 

After the first stage the tape of the UTM is 

QLPn+lPn . . . Pr+lP,P;_, . . . P;P;R'A;A,A, . . . A,QR 

and the head of the UTM locates the mark between A: and A,. Then the UTM deletes 

this mark and the second stage of modelling begins. 

After the second stage, the tape of the UTM is 

&Pn+,Pn...Pr+lP;P;_l . ..PI’P.R”A,...AwAr,Ar2...Arm,QR, 

and the head of the UTM is located on the left side of P:’ and the third stage of 

modelling begins. 

After the third stage, the tape of the UTM is 

and the head of the UTM is located on the right side of R. 

Let al,a2 ,... ak,bl,bz ,... bk be the symbols of the Turing machine. al a2.. . akRbl b2 

. . . bk means that, when the head of the UTM moves to the right the group of symbols 

alaz... ak is changed to the group blb2 . . . bk. It is analogous, when the head of the 

UTM moves to the left (R is changed to L). 

Rala2 . . . ak(bl b2.. bk)L means that the group of symbols ala2 . . . ak makes the di- 

rection of the motion of the head of the UTM change from the right to the left and 

changes itself to bl b2 . . . bk. It is analogous, when the head of UTM moves to the left 

(R is changed to L). 

4. The UTM with 24 states and 2 symbols 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(24,2) (see [13]) are 0 (blank symbol) and 1; 

and the states are qi (i = 1,. . . ,24). 

Ni = 1, N,+l =Nk$mk+2 (kE{l,...,n}). 
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The code of the production Gli = ailai2 . . . aimI (i E { 1,. . , n}) of the tag-system is 

Pi = 101O(OO)Nm’ 10(OO)Nm’-l . . . 10(OO)N’ 10, 

where Aj = (00)4, j E {l,..., n + l}, and the pair 10 is a mark. 

PO = 10, P,+1 = 1110. 

The code S of the initial word fi = a,.asat . . a,, to be transformed by the tag-system, 

is 

S = (01)~11(01)~11(01)~ . . . ll(Ol)N”v, 

where Jj = (Ol)y, j E {l,..., n + l}, and the pair 11 is a mark. 

The program of the machine in UTM(24,2): 

41 OORqs 
411 l&z 

qsOlRq1 
45 lo'%6 

q9OORm 
49 1 l-h4 

ql3OWlo 

ql311Rq24 

417~~~ql6 

917 1 l&21 

921 ON22 

9211 l&23 

qzOlRq1 
92 1 lLq3 

q6ooLq7 

96 1 l&7 

91001Lq4 

qlolWl3 

414ow15 

91411Lq11 

91800&!19 

918 1 W2o 

92201Lq10 

922 1 l&21 

43OOLq4 

93 1 OLq2 

q7ooLq8 

97 1o'%6 

411ow4 

4111- 

915ooRql6 

415 1 Wl7 

919ow3 

419 1 l&m 

q2301Rq21 

923 lORq21 

9401Lq12 

94 1 O&9 

q800&7 

98 1 l&2 

q12OORql9 

912 11L914 

q1600R915 

9161 l&lo 

q2o01Rq18 

920 loR9ls 

q24OORql3 

924 1 OL93 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

llLl0 (97 lo&S, 96 1 lb7 )Y 

OlLOO (q710’%6, q6ooLq7), 

OOLOO (97OW8, qswT7), 

LlO(ll)R (97OOLqs, 981 l&2, qzOWl), 

lORl1 (411 lRqz, qzOlRql), 
OOROl (qlOORqs, qsOlRql)> 
ROl(OO)L (qlOORqs, 951oLq6,q6ooLq7). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark 11, the first stage 

of modelling is finished. 

ROOll(OlOl)L (qlOORqs, qsOlRq1, qlllRq2,qzllLqs, q31OLq2, q3OOLq4) and the 
second stage of modelling begins. 
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(ii) On the second stage of modelling: 

OlLOl (q41W9, q9ow19, q19ow3, 4300-&4), 

1 lL10 cc74 1w9, 49 1 l&T4 1, 

0110L0111 (q4Ow?12, q121 lLq14, q141 G711, 411OOLq4). 

LOO( (q4OlLqn, q12OORq19, q1911Rqlg) and the UTM writes the pair 01 in QR. 

In this case: 

lORl1 (q1811@20, q2o0Wm), 

1 lRl0 (ql811&2o, q2o1oRql8), 

OlROl (qlsOORq19, q191 lRqls), 
ROO(Ol)L (qnOORq19, q1901Lq3,q3OOLq4). 

LOOlO(OO1 1 )R (q4OlLqm q121 lLq14, quOOLq15, q15OORqa q16OORqm 415 11Rqm 
9171 lRq21) and the UTM writes the mark 11 in QR. In this case: 

lORl1 (qz 1 lRqz3, q23OlRqz), 
OlROl (q21OORq22, qzl lRq21 ), 
1 lRl0 (qz 1 lRq23, q23 lORq21 ), 
ROO( 11 )L (qaOORqa qnOlLqlo> qloOlLq4). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the group 1110 = Pn+l, then 

the UTM halts (q4OlLq12, q12llLq14, q1411Lql1, 411 l-). 
If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the group 1010, the second 

stage of modelling is over: 

LlOlO(lOlO)R (q4OlLq12, q121 lLq14, q14OOLq15, 415 1 l&u, q17OORq16, 

41611Rqlo,qlolORql3). 

(iii) On the third stage of modelling: 

lORl0 (qu 1 lRqx> q24OORqu), 
OlROO (quOORqlo, q1olORqu ). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark 11 (in front of 

the code At), then both the third stage and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The 

UTM deletes the mark 11 and a new cycle of modelling begins: 

OlllROlOl (q&ORqlo, qlolORqu, q13llRq24, q241OLq3, qslOLqz, qzOlRq1, 

qlOORq5,qsOlRql). 

5. The UTM with 10 states and 3 symbols 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(10,3) (see [14]) are 0 (blank symbol), 1 and 

b; the states are qi (i = 1,. . . , 10). 

N1 =2, &+I =&+nZk+tk @E(l)..., n}), 
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where if mk is even, then tk = 2 else tk = 1. Obviously, all Nj 0’ E { 1,. . . n + 1)) are 

even. 

The code of the production cq = uiiui2.. .ai,,,, (i E (1,. . . ,n}) of the tag-system, 

where mi is odd, is 

Pi = bObOONml OObOdvlmi-’ OOb . . . OObOOK’ 0. 

If mi is even, then 

Pi = bObObOONm~OObOONim~-‘OOb.. . OObOO”‘0, 

whereAj=ONl,jE{l,..., n + 1) and the pair b0 is a mark. 

PO = bObOb, P,,+] = 10. 

The code S of the initial word p = a,asat . . . a,,,, to be transformed by the tag-system, 

is 

S = lNrbblNsbblN . . . bblNw, 

where ij = lNl, j E {l,..., n + 1) and the pair bb is a mark. 

The program of the machine in UTM(lO,3): 

qlOlRq1 q2ow3 q3 OOLq2 

41 lOLq2 q2 1 O&2 q3 1 b-k& 
ql bW4 q2bW2 q3bbRql 

q601'%7 q7OORqa qSolLq6 

q6 1 l-k6 471- q8 1lRqa 
q&L% q7bbLq9 qd’b% 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

45 ObLqs 
45 1 l&e 
q&Rqs 

qloOO&s 

qlo1ORqlo 

qlobbRq9 

blLb0 (qzlOLm qzbbLqz), 
1LO (q21OLq2), 

OOLOO (qzOW3 9 q3 o&72 1, 

LbO(bl)R (qzOOLq3, abbRq1, qlOlRql), 
bORb1 (abbRq4, q4OlRql), 
OR1 (qiOlRqi>, 
Rl(O)L (41 lOLq2 1. 

If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark bb, then the first 

stage of modelling is finished, and the mark bb is changed to the pair 11: 

RWl l)L (qlbbRq4, q4blLw), 

the UTM writes the mark bb in QR and the second stage of modelling begins. 
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(ii) On the second stage of modelling: 

bbLbb (qebbLq6h 
blLb1 (q6 1 l&6, q6bb&6), 

lL1 (q6 1 I’%6 ). 

LOO( (q6OlLq7, q,OORqs, qsl IRq8) and the UTM writes the symbol 1 in QR. 

In this case 

bRb (qsbbRqs ), 
1Rl (4s 1lRqs ), 
RO( 1 )L (qSolLq6 >. 

LOObO(01bl)R (q6OlLq7, qTbbLqg, qgOlLqlo, qloOORqs) and the UTM writes the 

mark bb in QR. In this case 

bRb (qsbbRqs ), 
1Rl (q5 1lRqs ), 
RlO(bb)L (q5llRqs qsObLq3, q3lbLqs). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the pair 10 = P,,+, , then the 

UTM halts (q6OlLq7, q71-). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the group bOb0, then the second 

stage of modelling is over: 

LbObO(bObO)R (q60&7, q7bbLqs, qgOlLqlo, qlobbRqg, qg10Rqlo). 

(iii) On the third stage of modelling: 

blRb0 (qlobbRqg, qglORqlo), 
1RO (410 1ORqlo). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark bb, both the 

third stage and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The UTM deletes the mark bb 
and a new cycle of modelling begins: 

Rbb(lO)L (qlobbRqg, qgbOLq4, q4blLq4), then in some steps the head of the UTM 

will be located on the left side of S. 

6. The LJTM with 7 states and 4 symbols 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(7,4) (see [13]) are 0 (blank symbol), 1, b and 

c; the states are qi (i E { 1,. . . ,7}). 

A$= 1, Nk+l =Nk+mk+l @E(l)...) ?z}). 

The code of the production cli = ai1 ai2 . . . aims (i E { 1,. . . , n}) of the tag-system is 

Pi = bbOONml bOdV’ml-’ . . . bO@‘bO@’ , 
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where Aj = ON,, j E {l,..., n + l}, and the symbol b is a mark. 

PO = b0, P,,+, = 10. 

The code S of the initial word fi = arasat . . . a,,,, to be transformed by the tag-system, 

is 

S = lNclNclN’ . . . &, 

where Ai = 14, j E (1 , . . . , n + l}, and the symbol c is a mark. 

The program of the machine in UTM(7,4): 

41 OOLq1 

41 lw71 
41 bcRqz 
qlcbh 

45OcLq4 

45 11% 
qsbcRqs 
qscW5 

qzOW 
92lOLq1 

qzbcRqz 
qzclRq5 

qd’oRq5 
q6 1 OR& 
q&h?6 
qd’Rq1 

q3OlLq4 

q3 1 Ws 
q3bcRq3 
wW3 

q-IOORq3 
q71- 

q7bb-h 
q7c- 

q4OlLq7 

q4 1 lLq4 

q&%4 
q&%4 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

clLb0 

1LO 

OLO 

bORc 1 

LbO(cl)R 

OR1 

Rl(O)L 

(41 lOLq1, qlcbLql>, 

(41 lwfl>, 

(aowl 1, 

(qzbcRqz, qzOlRqz), 

(qlOOLq1, qlbcRqz, @l&z), 

(@lRqz), 

(q21W1). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, then the first 

stage of modelling is finished, and the mark c is changed to the symbol 1: 

cR1 (qzclRq5), 

and the UTM writes the mark c in & and the second stage of modelling begins. 

(ii) On the second stage of modelling: 

cLb 

bLc 

1Ll 

(wbLq4), 

(q4bcLq4 ), 

(441 l&4). 
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LOO( (q4OlLq7, q7OORq3, qsllRq3) and the UTM writes the symbol 1 in Qs. 
In this case: 

cRb (q3cbRq3 ), 
bRc (q3bcRqs ), 
1Rl (q3 1 lRq3 ), 
RO( 1 )L (q3OW4). 

LOWOcl)R (q401Lg7, q7bbLq6, q6OORqs, qsbcRq5, qsllRq5) and the UTM writes 
the mark c in QR. In this case 

cRb (qscbRqs ), 
bRc (45 bcqs )v 
1Rl (qs 1 lRq5 ), 
RO(c)L (qsOcLq4 ). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the pair 10 = P,+r, then the 

UTM halts (qdOlLq7, q71-). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the group bb0, then the second 

stage of modelling is over: 

LbbO(bWR (qdlLq7, qd’bLq6, qsbbRqts, q6lORq6). 

(iii) On the third stage of modelling: 

blRb0 

1RO 
(qsbbRq6, q6 lo&6 ), 

(q6 1 o&l6 ). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, both the third 

stage and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The UTM deletes the mark c and a 

new cycle of modelling begins: 

cR0 (q&o&O). 

7. The UTM with 5 states and 5 symbols 

The machine in UTM(5,5) (see [13]) simulates the following class of tag-systems: 

,...,n} 

where Cli = ait qi2 . . . ai,, is a finite word in the alphabetA = {ak}, k E {l,...,n+l} (ui 

is not empty) and A is the empty word. 

We show the universality of the tag-systems of type ?; in Lemma 7.1. 
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Lemma 7.1. For every tag-system T of type 7 (see Definition 5), there is a tag-system 

T’ of type 3 which models T. 

Proof. We change a fixed tag-system T by adding two new letters a and b with 

ai -+ baia, i E {l,...,n} 

a-+A 
b--+/l 
a,,+1 -+ STOP 

We show that if p & y, then pa g y’a (the first letter in the word y’ is different 

from a and b) and y results from y’ by deleting any occurrences of the symbols a and 

b. 
Induction basis. Let aiajP 5 Pmi. Then aiaj/?a 2 /?abaia. If /3 is empty, then 

aiaja 2 abaia 2 aia. Because ai # A, the basis is proved. 

Induction hypothesis. Let /I & yt 5 y and /?a g yia, where the first letter in the 

word yi is different from a and b, and yt results from y: by deleting any occurrences 

of a and b. 
We note that in the process of transforming of word /?a by the tag-system in the 

T’ T’ 
sequence /la 2 Bla 2 ... 4 /3jLl+ ... the words that do not begin with the symbols 

a and b have the form: jj = fljlabbpab.. . bjk,-labfljk, (/?p, r E { 1,. . . kj}, the symbols 

a and b do not occur, and that the words fiji and pjk, are not empty). 

Consider two cases: 

(i) Y: = CZiaji$, i,j E {1,2 ,..., n + l}, i # n + 1. Then yI = aia&, where 6, results 

from 6: by deleting any occurrences of the symbols a and b, and aiaj6t 5 6,ai (y = 

6txi), though aiaj&a 2 6iabuia. 
If & is empty, then we take into account that 6: is also empty. Then Siabuia = 

abaia 2 aia. Let y’ = ai. This is a desirable y’. 

If 6, is not empty, then we take into account that either the first letter in the word 6: 

is different from a and b (then y’ = 6iabai) or 6: = ably, where the first letter in the 

word Sy is different from a and b, and 6, results from 8: by deleting all occurrences of 

a and b. In the latter case abbyabaia 2 bi’abaia. Let y’ = Syabai. This is a desirable 

Y, 

(ii) yi = &as:, i E { 1,2,. . . , n}. Then 6: = b6: and yt = ai6t, where 6, results from 

6; by deleting any occurrences of a and b. 

Letbe 6t=aj6,i, j~{1,2,...,n+l}. Itmeansaiajsti TJfi~i (y=&i~(i). 

Taking into account that 6; = ajSi, and 6,i results from Si, by deleting any occur- 

rences of a and b, we have 
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If 6,i is empty, then Si, is empty as well. Then 6~iaba;a 2 clia and y’ = cli. If 

6,i is not empty, then either Si, begins with a letter other than a and b (then y’ = 

6i,abMi), or Sii = ab6:{, where the word 8:; begins with a letter other than a and 6, 
and ~$1 results from 6:; by deleting any occurrences of a and b. In the latter case, 

ab8i’,abaia z hi’,abaia. Let y’ = 6iiabui. This is a desirable y’. q 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(5,5) are 0, 1, b (blank symbol), c and d; and 

the states are qi (i = 1,...,5). 

Nl =3, Nk+i =Nk+mk+4 (kE {l)...) Pr}). 

N, = N,+i + 2 and an arbitrary number N > N,, 

N,, = 1. 

The code of the production ai = bailaiz . . . aimza (i E { 1,. . , n} ) of the tag-system 

is 

Pi = bblN~lblNm~lbllNm~-~b... lbll”lbllNblb, 

where Aj = 14, j E { 1,. . . ,n + l}, A = lNo, B = 1% and the symbol b is a mark. 

PO = bbb, P,,+l = lblb. 

The code S of the initial word B = a,a,ata.. . a,, to be transformed by the tag- 

system, is 

where Aj = 14, j E { 1,. . . ,n + l}, A = lN*, B = lNb and the symbol c is a mark. 

The program of the machine in UTM(5,5): 

q1OlRq1 qzoWz q3 OcLq4 

91 lW1 q2 1 O&z q3 1 O&3 

qlbd&n q&%4 q3 bbRq5 

41 CORqz wcRq2 q3 cc&3 

ql dW1 q&W q3dW3 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

q401Lq4 

q4 1 O&z 

q4bW3 

94ccLq4 

q4ddLq4 

450- 

45 1 l&5 

q5b- 

qsc&l 

qsdbRq5 

dLb 
1LO 

Lb(d)R 
OR1 
bRd 
Rl(O)L 

(qldbLql), 
(41 lOLq1), 

(41 bdRq1 ), 
(qlOlRql), 
(qlbdRql), 
(41 lWl>. 



dLb (q&Lq4 ), 

CLC (q4ccLq4 1, 

OLl (q401Lq4 1. 

L l(O)R (q4 lORq2) and the UTM writes the symbol 0 in Q_3. In this case 

dRd (q2ddRqz ), 
CRC (qwRq2 ), 
1RO (q2 1 ORqz ), 
(OR0 (qzOORq2) if the UTM wrote the symbol 0 before that), 

then Rb(O)L (qzbOLq4). 
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If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, the first stage of 

modelling is finished. Then the mark c is changed to the symbol 0: 

cR0 (41 cORqz ), 

and the second stage of modelling begins. 

(ii) On the second stage of modelling: 

As after the first stage of modelling PL (k = 0,. . . , Y - 1) differs from Pk by the 

fact that the marks b are changed to the marks d, the UTM will write a number of 

the symbols 0 in QR as many as the number of the symbols 1 between the codes P, 

and S. As a result there will be a new code A of the symbol a. 

Llb(Od)R (qdbdLq3, q31ORq3, q3ddRq3) and the UTM writes the mark c in QR. In 

this case 

dRb (q3ddRq3 )> 
CRC (qsccRq3 )> 
1RO (43 1 ORqs ), 
RO(c)L (q3OcLq4). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the group 1 blb = P,+l, then 

the UTM will try to write two marks c in Qs and halts (qsbbRq5, qsb-). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the pair bb, the second stage 

of modelling is over: 

LWbb)R (q&&s, q@Rqs, q&Rqs). 

If, at the beginning of a new cycle of modelling A, = A, then on the first stage of 

modelling the head of the UTM goes to QL without a failure and on the second stage 

of modelling the UTM will write the number of 0 in QR as many times as the number 

of 1s that are in P. As a result there will be a new code A of the symbol a. Then, 

on the second stage the UTM meets the pair bb in QL without a failure and the third 

stage of modelling begins. 

If at the beginning of a new cycle of modelling A, = B, then on the first stage of 

modelling the UTM meets the pair bb in PO and turns immediately to the third stage 

of modelling. 
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(iii) On the third stage of modelling: 

dRb (edbRa 1, 
1Rl (45 1lRqs ). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, both the third 

stage and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The UTM deletes the mark c and a 

new cycle of modelling begins: 

cR1 (qsclRq1). 

8. The UTM with 4 states and 6 symbols 

The machine in UTM(4,6) (see [13]) simulates the following class of tag-systems: 

(12) 

1 

Uj A clip i E {l,...,n} 

a, -+ anan 
antI + STOP 

where ai = a,,a,,/?i and pi are not empty. 

We show the universality of tag-systems of type ?; in Lemma 8.1. 

Lemma 8.1. For every tag-system 2’ of type 7, there is the tag-system T’ of type ‘& 

which models T. 

Proof. Can be provided in the same manner as that of Lemma 7.1. 0 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(4,6) are 0 (blank symbol), 1, b, 8, ‘; and c; 

the states are qr (i = 1,. . . ,4). 

N1 = 1, Nk+t =Nk +%Ylk (k E {l,..., n}). 

We note that m, = 2. The code of the production ai = a,a,ais . . . aim8 (i E { 1,. . . , n} ) 
of the tag-system is 

Pi = blblNm~bblNm~-’ . . . bblNr3bblNnbblNneN. 

In particular, 

P, = blblNnbb, PO = b, P,,+, = 8b, 

where Aj = 14, j E {l,... , n + 1) and the symbol b is a mark. 

The code S of the initial word p = a,u,a, . . . a,,,, to be transformed by the tag-system, 

is 

s = lN~CIN~CIN . . . clNw 

and the symbol c is a mark. 
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The program of the machine in UTM(4,6): 

q1 16 &I q2 10 Rqz q3 11 Rqs q4 10 Rm 
41 6 Rql q2 6 Lq3 q3 6 Rq4 q4 bc Lqz 
41 8b Lql q2 86 Rqz 43 ab Rq3 q4 ‘;‘b Rq4 
41 id Rql q2 ‘b’, Lq2 q3b - q4^b - 
41 oh &I q2 01 Lq2 q3 0~ Rql q4 oc Lq2 

41 co Rq4 q2 cb Rq2 m cl Rql q4 cb &a 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

1Lcb (Sl 15 kl), 

OLcb (41 (6 &I, 

6Lb (41 sb Lql), 

L b (a)R (41 ba Rql), 
tbR0 (41 &O Rql), 
bR8 (41 b6 Rql), 

R 1 (cb)L (ql ltb Lq,). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, the first stage of 

modelling is finished. At that time the tape of the UTM is 

QLP,,+IP,, . . .P,,IP,P;_, . . .P;P;R’A;A,A,. . .A,QR 

and the head of the UTM locates the symbol c between the codes of A: and A, 

(A; = dy,, j E {l,.,., n+ l}). P;(k E (0 ,..., Y - 1)) differs from Pk by the fact that 

the marks b are changed to the marks Td and Aj to A; (j E { 1,. . . , n + 1)): 

After that the UTM deletes the mark c (qlcORq4) and the second stage of modelling 

begins (first of all, the UTM writes the mark c in the part QR). 

(ii) On the second stage of modelling: 

0 Ll (q2 01 Lq2), 

'b La (q2 'b', Lq2), 

0 bL 1~ (q2 bg Lq3, q3 0~ Rql, ql 8b La, ql CO Rq4, q4 bc Lq2, q2 01 Lq2). 

L &(tb)R (q2 &‘b Rqz) and the UTM writes symbol 1 in Qa. 

As after the first stage of modelling there are exactly N, marks z between the codes 

P, and S, the UTM will write exactly N, symbols 1 in Qr. After that, when the head 

is located on the code Pr, the UTM will write N,, - N, more symbols 1 in Qr. As a 

result there will be the code A,,. 
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Ll(O)R (qzlORq2) and the UTM writes the symbol 1 in Qa. In this case 

1 RO (qz 10 Rqz), 

SRcb (q2 6cb Rqz), 

cRb (q2 cb Rql), 

R 0 (1)L (q2 01 Lqz). 

Lbb(ii)R (q2 b gLq3, q3 b hRq4, q46 cbRq4) and the UTM writes the mark c in QR. 

In this case 

1 RO (q4 10 Rqa), 

&Ri (q4 ai Rqd), 

cRb (q4 cb Rqd), 

R 0 (c)L (94 Oc Lqz). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the pair ebb, then the UTM 

halts (92 b jbLq3, q3&). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the pair lb, the second stage 

of modelling is over. At that time the tape of the UTM is 

QLP~+I P,, . . . P,,,P:‘P:‘_, . . . Pi’P;R”At . . . AwA,A,Ar3Ar4 . . . A,,QR 

and the head is located on the second left symbol of the code Pr. Pi (k E (0,. . . 7)) 
differs from Pk by the fact that the marks b are changed to the marks 8. 

Then Llb( 1 b)R (q2 b& Lq3, q3 11 Rqs, q3 8b Rq3) and the UTM goes to the third 

stage of modelling. 

(iii) On the third stage of modelling the UTM restores the tape in P: 

ARb (43 AbRqd, 
1 R 1 (43 11 &a). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, the third stage 

and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The UTM deletes the mark c and a new 

cycle of modelling (q3clRql) begins. 

9. The UTM with 3 states and 10 symbols 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(3,lO) (see [ 151) are 0 (blank symbol), 1, 1, 7, b, 

tb, 8, c, 2, 2; and the states are 91, q2,q3. 

NI = 1, Nk+l =Nk+%#k+2 (kE {l,..., n}). 
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The code of the production a; = uiiui2 . . . aimz (i E { 1,. . . ,n}) of the tag-system is 

Pi = blbbblNm~bblNm~-l . . .bblN2bblN’, 

where Ai = lNl, j E {l,..., II + 1) and the symbol b is a mark. 

PO = b, P,,+, = Zb. 

The code S of the initial word j = a,usut . . . a,, to be transformed by the tag-system, 
is 

S = lN~CPCIN’. . .clN”c, 

where the symbol c is a mark. 

The program of the machine in UTM(3,lO): 

41 oc Lq3 q2 oi Lq2 430 - 
ql b& Rq, q2 6 Lq3 43 bh Rq, 
ql Lb Lq, q2 ‘ba Lq2 q3 ‘b’; Lq2 

q, 65 Rql q2 66 Rqz q3 I& Rq3 

ql ii Lql q2 ii Rq2 q3 11 Rq3 

9 ii Rql q2 ii Rq2 q3 11 Rq3 

ql ii Lql q2 ii Lq2 q3 ii Lq3 

ql ci .b2 q2 cc’ Rq2 q3 cl Rql 

412 - q2 c‘z &I2 43 c’c Lq3 

ql c’c‘ Rql q2 c’c’ Rq2 932 - 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

iLi h ii Lqd, 
iLi h ii k), 
&Lb (41 Lb Lql), 
L b (cb)R (41 b6 Rql), 
iRi h ii Rd, 
bRcb (41 b& Rql), 
R 1 (ip bl ii w. 

If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, the first stage 

of modelling is over. The UTM deletes this mark and the second stage of modelling 

begins (41 c iLq2). 
(ii) On the second stage of modelling the UTM writes the marks c and the symbols 

i in QR; moreover the UTM writes the mark c only after the symbol i. 
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If the UTM writes the symbol i in & either after writing the mark c or after the 

first stage of modelling, then 

SRI7 (qz atb Rqz), 

iRY (q2 ifi Rq2), 

1Ri cc72 1 i Rq2h 

ZRct (q2 zc‘ Rqz), 

R 0 (i)r, (q2 oi Lq2). 

If the UTM writes the symbol i in QR after the same symbol i, then 

ZR& (q2 i6 Rqz), 

iRi (q2 7 i Rq2), 
ZRE (q2 c’z Rqz), 

R 0 (ip (q2 oi Lq2). 

The UTM goes to the left after writing the symbol i’ in QR: 

i L i cq2 ii Lq2), 

CtLZ (q2Z Lqz), 

8 L a (q2 58 Lq2). 

Then, if the head of the UTM meets the symbol 1 in P,., the head will change the 

direction of its motion, the UTM changes the symbol 1 to the symbol i and writes the 

symbol i in QR: 

L l(i) R (q2 ii Rqz). 

If the head of the UTM meets the marks bb in Pr, then the UTM writes the mark 

c in &: 

L bb (hL)R (q2 b ZLqs, q3 b tbRql, ql’d&Rql), then 

SR’b (41 $6 Rql ), 
iRi (9 ii Rql), 
ZRE (41 c’c’ Rql), 

R 0 (c)L (41 0~ Lqs). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the left after writing the symbol c in a, then 
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and the UTM restores the part S of the tape. Then the UTM meets the mark ‘b in P: 

il L a (43 ‘b’d Lqz, q2 3 Lqz), 

i L i (q2 ii Lq2). 

The UTM halts when it meets the pair c’ b (92 bz q3, q&). 
If the UTM meets the pair lb, then the second stage of modelling is over. Then 

L lb(lb) (qz ba Lqs, q3 11 Rq3, q3 8b Rq3) 

and the third stage of modelling begins. 

(iii) On the third stage of modelling the UTM restores the tape in P (the tape is 

restored in S after writing the mark c in QR): 

i R 1 (43 ii Rq3), 

1 R 1 (43 11 Rq3), 

&Rb (q3 &bRq3). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, both the third 

stage and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The UTM deletes the mark c and a 

new cycle of modelling begins (q3clRql). 

10. The UTM with 2 states and 18 symbols 

The symbols of the machine in UTM(2,18) are 1 (blank symbol), 1, 1, ii, il, b, 

&,a, cbl, 81, b2, b3,c, cC,Z, c’l, & and ~2; and the states are q1 and q2. 

N1=1, Nk+l=&+mk+l (kE{l)...) n}). 

The code of the production ai = aiiaiz . . . aimz (i E { 1,. . . ,n}) of the tag-system is 

pi = bblNml lblN%-l . . . lblM2 lblN1, 

where Aj = 14, j E {I,..., n + 1) and the symbol b is a mark. 

PO = bb, P,+, = &z,. 

The code S of the initial word /3 = arasat . . . a,, to be transformed by the tag-system, 

is 

s = l~clKclN’. . .CINWC, 

and the symbol c is a mark. 
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The program of the machine in UTM(2,18): 

41 lcz Lq1 q2 ii Rq2 
ql ii, Rql q2 ii Rq2 
q1 ic2 Lql q2 ii Lq2 
41 id Rql q2 Ml Rq2 
ql Ml Lql q2 6 1 Lq2 
ql bh Rq, q2 & Rq, 
41 6 Rq, q2 ‘dh Rqz 

ql ib Lql q2 ai Lq2 

ql 84 Rql q2 &h Rq2 

41 fd, Lq1 q2 'bd Lq2 

ql b2b3 Lq2 q2 b2b Rql 

ql bs& Lq2 q2 b3h Rq2 

q1 ci Lq2 q2 cc‘ Rq2 

ql c'c' Rql q2 c'c' Rq2 

41 221 Lq1 q2 c’c’ @a 

ql c’lc‘, Rq2 q2 hc2 Rq2 

41 c‘l - q2 bc2 Lq1 

41 c2*i Rql q2 c2c Lq2 

(i) On the first stage of modelling: 

1 Lc2 (41 1c2 Lq1h 

i Lc2 (41 1c2 Ql), 

‘b Lb (41 Lb Lql), 
L b (cb)R (41 bb Rql), 

c2 R i (41 c2i Rql), 

b Rcb (ql bi Rql), 

R 1 (c2)L (41 1~2 La). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c, then the first stage 

of modelling is over. The UTM deletes this mark and the second stage of modelling 

begins (41 c iLq2). The tape of the UTM is 

&P,,+,Pn...Pr,,PrP;_, . ..P.‘P,,‘R’A,...A,,&, 

where in Pi’ (i E { 0,. . . , r - 1)) the 1 symbols are replaced by 1 and the b marks are 

replaced by cb, R’ consists of i and i and the head of the UTM is located on the R’ 

in the state q2. 

(ii) On the second stage of modelling the UTM writes the marks c2 and the symbols 

i in &; moreover, the UTM writes the mark c2 only after the symbol i. 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left in the code P, and meets the symbol 1, 

then the head will change the direction of its motion, the UTM changes the symbol 1 
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to the symbol 1 and writes the symbol i in QR: 

L l(i) R (q2 ii Rq2). 

If the UTM writes the symbol 7 in QR either after writing the mark c2 or after the 

first stage of modelling, then 

SRcb (qz s’, Rqz), 

iRi (q2 ii Rq2), 

1Ri (q2 ii Rqz), 

cR2 (q2 ~2 Rqz), 

R i (i)L cq2 ii Lq2). 

If the UTM writes the symbol i in Qa after the same symbol 1, then 

&Rcb (q2 66 Rq;!), 

iRi (q2 ii Rq2), 

ZRct (q2 c’z Rqz), 

R i (i)L cq2 ii Lq2). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the left having written the symbol i in QR, 

then 

iLi (q2 ii Lq2), 

c’ L c’ (q2 c’z Lqz), 

‘b L ‘; (q2 &II Lqz). 

If the head of the UTM moves to the left in the code P, after writing the symbol 

i in QR and meets the mark b, then the UTM writes the mark c2 in QR: 

L b (bz)R (q2 bb2 Rql ), 
8 R cbl (41 ‘d& Rql), 

i R i, (ql ii, Rql), 

ZRct (41 zc’ Rql), 

R i (c2)L (ql ic2 Lql). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the left after writing the symbol c2 in QR, 

then 

i, L i, (ql iA Lql), 
c’ LZl (41 c’c’l Lq11, 

cbl L 8, (41 Gl Lq1). 

The UTM halts on the second stage when it locates the symbol c’l in the state 41: 

(92 &c2 Lq1, q1 ccl-). 
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Now there are two variants when the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets 

the pairs 1 bZ or bbz: 

(a) Llbz(i’bi)R (qlblb3Lq2, q2 1 iRq2, q2 b3 &Rq2) and the UTM restores the part 

S of the tape and the second stage continues: 

i, R i, +c 

(q2 111, Rqz), 
a, R cb, 

++ 
(q2 bib, Rqz), 

c’, R c2 (92 6~2 Rq2), 

p 2 I”‘L (q2 “2” kJZ)> 

1 (92 111 J%2), 

c2 L c (q2 c2c Lqz), 

&L 6 (q2 UJ Lq2). 

Now the UTM can write the symbol i in &. 

(b) LWbb)R (qiWsLq2, q&&i, qi b3 hLq2, q2b2bRql, ql&bRql) and the 
third stage begins: 

(iii) On the third stage of modelling the UTM restores the tape in P: 

ilR1 h~11Rq,), 

8, R b (41 hb Rql). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the right and meets the mark c’i, then this 

mark is changed to c’i (q,Z,Z,Rq2) and, then, the UTM restores the tape in S: 

7, 12 i, _+ 
(q2 111, Rqz), 

c’, R c2 (q2 6~2 Rq2), 

; ; y (q2 “‘” Lqz), 

1 (q2 111 Lq2), 

c2 L c (q2 c2c Lq2). 

When the head of the UTM moves to the left and meets the mark c’i, both the third 

stage and the whole cycle of modelling are over. The UTM deletes the mark c’i and a 

new cycle of modelling begins (q2 Celc2 Lql). 
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